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Abstract
There are different meanings associated with consequentialism and teleology. This causes confusion, and sometimes results in discussions based on misunderstandings rather than on substantial disagreements. To clarify this, we created a survey on the definitions of ‘consequentialism’ and ‘teleology’, which we sent to specialists in consequentialism. We broke down the different meanings of consequentialism and teleology into four component parts: Outcome-Dependence, Value-Dependence, Maximization, and Agent-Neutrality. Combining these components in different ways we distinguished six definitions, all of which are represented in the philosophical literature. We asked the respondents which definition is best for consequentialism and for teleology. The most popular definition of consequentialism was the one which accepted value-dependence, but not maximization and agent-neutrality. We therefore recommend the use of this meaning to avoid misunderstandings. The results for teleology were more problematic, with several respondents claiming they never use the term, or indicating that it is confusing.

I. Introduction
While consequentialism is one of the most prevalent paradigms in ethical theory, the ways in which it is understood by different thinkers diverge significantly. This divergence is evident even among moral philosophers whose research focuses on consequentialism. The different meanings associated with the term ‘consequentialism’ cause confusion, and may be the cause of discussions which are not based on substantial disagreement but on different understandings of the terms being used.

All definitions of consequentialism accept the following condition:

Outcome-Dependence: whether something (e.g., actions, decisions, rules, character features, or any other thing or combination of things) is right or wrong (or to what degree it is right or wrong) depends completely on the outcomes that (may) occur.1

---

1This condition is based on Sinnott-Armstrong (2019). We have made it more general so that it encompasses (i) both objective consequentialism (rightness depends on the outcomes that actually occur) and subjective consequentialism (rightness depends on which outcomes we can reasonably expect to occur);
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The above is a necessary condition for any version of consequentialism. However, there are other conditions often associated with consequentialism on which there is no consensus. It is unclear whether these conditions are necessary for a moral theory to be consequentialist. They are:

**Value-Dependence:** whether something (e.g., actions, decisions, rules, character features, or any other thing or combination of things) is right or wrong (or to what degree it is right or wrong) depends completely on the goodness or badness of the outcomes that may occur.

**Maximization:** whether something (e.g., actions, decisions, rules, character features, or any other thing or combination of things) is right or wrong (or to what degree it is right or wrong) depends completely on whether certain things are (or may be) maximized.

**Agent-Neutrality:** whatever makes something (e.g., actions, decisions, rules, character features, or any other thing or combination of things) right or wrong (or right or wrong to a greater or lesser degree) must do so independently of the viewpoint of any particular agent.

The acceptance or rejection of the above conditions results in different definitions of consequentialism, and this has important consequences for categorizing a given view as consequentialist or non-consequentialist. The following are examples of some positions that may or may not be categorized as consequentialist depending on which of the above conditions your definition of consequentialism accepts.

**Promoting things that are not valuable.** According to some people, we should promote (either directly or indirectly) some things even if doing so does not promote what is good or reduce what is bad. For instance, consider the case of someone who thinks that the best situation is that in which aggregate welfare is maximized. Suppose that she also thinks that inequality should be reduced just because it is right to do so, even when doing so brings about scenarios that in her view are less valuable because they contain less aggregate welfare. This person would hold the view that something is right if and only if it promotes both equality and welfare. If our definition of consequentialism just accepts Outcome-Dependence, but does not include Value-Dependence, then this view counts as consequentialist. However, if our definition does include the requirement of Value-Dependence, then this view does not count as consequentialist.

In fact, this case can have a stronger version. This person could not just accept that we should promote equality and welfare, but hold the view that we should maximize both things. In that case her view would be consequentialist if our definition just included the requirements of both Outcome-Dependence and Maximization, but, again, not if it also demanded Value-Dependence.²

²Perhaps the best-known view of this sort might be that of Rawls. He claims that the principles he uses to describe his account of justice as fairness are deontological, even though those principles imply Outcome Dependence, because they do not imply Value Dependence. As is known, Rawls assumed Value Dependence was required for a position to be consequentialist or teleological. He writes, ‘It should be
Satisficing. Some people hold the view that something is right if and only if it promotes (either directly or indirectly) what is good or reduces (either directly or indirectly) what is bad at least to some extent, although not necessarily beyond that. If our definition of consequentialism accepts Outcome-Dependence and Value-Dependence but rejects Maximization then this view counts as consequentialist; if, however, it requires Maximization, then it does not.

Agent-Relativity. Finally, some people hold the view that something is right from the point of view of a moral agent if and only if it promotes (either directly or indirectly) what is good or reduces (either directly or indirectly) what is bad from a viewpoint relative to that agent. They may defend this even though they can agree that this is not what would promote the best situation from an agent-neutral perspective. If our definition of consequentialism accepts Outcome-Dependence and Value-Dependence but rejects Agent-Neutrality then this view counts as consequentialist; if it requires Agent-Neutrality, then it does not.3

The acceptance/rejection of the above conditions results in confusion over whether a particular view should be categorized as consequentialist or not. Furthermore, it may also lead to unproductive discussions in which the parties to a dispute talk past each other. For example, many critiques of consequentialism emphasize its supposed demandingness, or its alleged inability to allow for preferential treatment for one’s friends and family.4 Such criticism, however, is only relevant to consequentialist positions that endorse Maximization and Agent-Neutrality respectively, and so pose no threat to views that reject these conditions. To adequately assess the merits of any particular consequentialist position, it is necessary first to be clear on which of the above conditions that position accepts. Any strategy of criticizing consequentialism by assuming that all consequentialist positions must endorse some or all of the above conditions and arguing against those cannot succeed, as it is based on the faulty assumption that all versions of consequentialism must accept the same general set of conditions.5 Partly because of this confusion in the exact meaning of ‘consequentialism’, another term that is sometimes used instead of, or together with it, is ‘teleology’. However, the same problems we have seen in the case of defining consequentialism are present in the case of defining teleology.

We believe that the plurality of incompatible definitions of consequentialism and teleology causes confusion. This is regrettable and avoidable, because this plurality does not reflect a disagreement on any substantive philosophical problem. There is no one true definition of these terms. All the definitions presented here are reasonable and valid. The question of which of them we should accept is not a substantive question in normative ethics. In particular, whether we accept or reject Outcome-Dependence, Value-Dependence, Maximization, and Agent-Neutrality is something totally independent of whether we include the acceptance of those views as parts of the definition of ‘consequentialism’ or ‘teleology’. If the terms ‘consequentialism’ and ‘teleology’ did not exist at all, the debates on whether Outcome-Dependence, Value-Dependence,
Maximization, and Agent-Neutrality are acceptable moral views could take place in the same way. Equally, these debates can take place in the same way regardless of whether we decide to use the terms ‘consequentialism’ and ‘teleology’ with one meaning or another. Our decisions about which meanings to give to the terms ‘consequentialism’ and ‘teleology’ don’t raise moral questions that can make a difference in those debates. However, the fact that different people use those terms with different meanings adds confusion to those debates and significantly impedes their success. So, to facilitate substantive philosophical discussion it would be useful to have agreed upon definitions of both terms.

To investigate the question of how best to define consequentialism and teleology we ran a survey among specialists in this area. We did not rely only on what the most renowned experts in the field think. Rather, we intended to include a wide group of people who are likely to understand the implications of the different positions involved. The purpose of the survey was not to discover which normative views respondents considered to be correct, but to discover their opinions on the best way to understand the meaning of these terms. Furthermore, our goals were prescriptive, not merely descriptive. Our aim was not simply to learn how people actually understand these terms. Rather, we want to know which definitions of these terms are the best candidates to facilitate clear philosophical discussion and it is our opinion that the definitions favoured by a majority of the experts in the field are the best candidates to fulfil that role.

It is important to bear in mind that we are not claiming that there is some definition of consequentialism and teleology which, by combining the acceptance or rejection of Value-Dependence, Maximization, and Agent-Neutrality in a particular way, is better than others. Our working assumption is not that experts will be better situated to discover the right definitions of the terms in question, since, as indicated above, there are no such right definitions. There are competing incompatible definitions of these terms, all of which are valid ones. Because of this, we wanted to see if there were definitions for consequentialism and teleology that could garner more support than the others among those better situated to understand them. These could then be adopted as the standard definitions, thus avoiding confusion as different thinkers talk past each other. Finally, even if we fail to convince readers to agree on a particular definition, we think that there is value in pointing out the different ways in which thinkers use these terms – by making people more aware of the significant divergences in use of these terms, we may help avoid confusion even if no single definition is universally adopted.

II. Methodology

Questionnaire

We used a survey for quantitative and qualitative data collection using a Google form. The survey included two closed and two open-ended questions. With the latter we intended to gather further ideas we might not have initially considered that may be relevant in the definition of consequentialism and teleology.

The two closed questions were:

Which of these different descriptions of the meaning of ‘consequentialism’ do you consider more adequate?

Which of these different descriptions of the meaning of ‘teleology’ do you consider more adequate?
In both cases, we presented the same set of possible answers, which are listed below:

1. Whether something (an action, a decision, whether a certain rule is followed, the possession of some character feature …) is right or wrong depends completely on its consequences, agent-neutrally considered.⁶
2. Whether something (an action, a decision, whether a certain rule is followed, the possession of some character feature …) is right or wrong depends completely on the goodness or badness of its consequences, agent-neutrally considered.⁷
3. Whether something (an action, a decision, whether a certain rule is followed, the possession of some character feature …) is right or wrong depends completely on whether it maximizes the goodness and/or it minimizes the badness of its consequences, agent-neutrally considered.⁸
4. Whether something (an action, a decision, whether a certain rule is followed, the possession of some character feature …) is right or wrong depends completely on its consequences, whether agent-neutrally considered or from an agent-perspective.⁹
5. Whether something (an action, a decision, whether a certain rule is followed, the possession of some character feature …) is right or wrong depends completely on the goodness or badness of its consequences, whether agent-neutrally considered or from an agent-perspective.¹⁰
6. Whether something (an action, a decision, whether a certain rule is followed, the possession of some character feature …) is right or wrong depends completely on whether it maximizes the goodness or/and it minimizes the badness of its consequences, whether agent-neutrally considered or from an agent-perspective.¹¹
7. Other. Respondents choosing ‘Other’ were in each case invited in a different question to explain the meanings of the terms they considered more adequate.

We chose the six alternatives listed above because of the way they differ in their acceptance of the conditions required for a position to be consequentialist or teleological, as shown in Table 1.¹²

---

⁶This is accepted as a definition of consequentialism in Kupperman (1981); Williams (1988) and Sosa (1993). A similar definition is presented in Driver (2011), where consequentialism is described as the view that the rightness of actions depends largely on their consequences.
⁷Consequentialism is defined in this way in Slote (1984); Griffin (1992); Brink (2005); Kamm (2008) and Parfit (2011). Consequentialism is defined in ways compatible with both definition 1 and definition 2 in Haines (2006) and in Jamieson and Elliot (2009).
⁸Teleology is defined in this way in Ashby (1950); Frankena (1963); Broome (2006); Chandra (2021).
⁹Consequentialism is defined like this in Kagan (1984); Railton (1984); Scheffler (1988); Pettit (1989); (1993); McNaughton and Rawling (1991); Howard-Snyder (1994); Lenman (2000); Mulgan (2001). In addition, the way consequentialism is understood in Carlson (1995) would be compatible with both this definition and the second one. Teleology is defined like this in Rawls (1971); Attfield (1975); Portmore (2005); Ware (2018) and Thomsen (2020).
¹⁰Consequentialism is defined like this in Sen (1982).
¹¹Consequentialism is defined like this in Bennett (1989). Teleology is defined like this in Broome (1991) and Fink (2007).
¹²For this reason, and for consistency, we did this in the case of teleological views as well, even though, while we found in the literature examples of all the six definitions presented above for consequentialism, for teleology we found examples of definitions 2, 3, 5 and 6, but not 1 or 4.
Sample and recruitment process

We sent an invitation to fill in the questionnaire via email to 116 scholars on consequentialism. We selected them according to the following criterion: all the authors of articles in the ‘Varieties of Consequentialism’ section at the PhilPapers website with at least one citation. This was a way of discerning those who are most likely to understand the questions involved in the survey. We sent the chosen scholars a link to complete the survey in February 2021. To maximize the number of responses we got, we made the survey as short as we possibly could, and so we did not include questions about demography.

We obtained a total of 35 responses. Among them, there were 34 responses to the question concerning the definition of consequentialism and 33 responses to the one about the definition of teleology.

We considered the possibility of running another survey targeting a wider group of potential participants, including other scholars and philosophers who do not specialize in the specific topic of consequentialism, to compare the results with this one. However, we rejected this idea, given our prescriptive rather than descriptive aim. If we ran this survey targeting a wider group of non-specialists and the results conflicted, we would still consider more reliable the opinions of those who are more likely to understand the implications of the different definitions than the opinions of those who may not.

III. Results
The definition of consequentialism

Direct preferences

Among those who chose ‘other’, two of them presented options that appeared to accept Value-Dependence, and reject Maximization and Agent-Neutrality, according to which they could be considered close to definition 5 presented in the list (see Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definitions</th>
<th>Value-Dependence</th>
<th>Maximization</th>
<th>Agent-Neutrality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

13'I define consequentialism not as a single doctrine, but as a broad approach to ethics and political philosophy: consequentialism attempts to explain ethical phenomena (such as the rightness of actions, reasons for action, the justice of institutions, or the virtuousness of character traits) as being a function of the goodness of outcomes. This is intended to allow for (a) indirect forms of consequentialism, such as Rule Consequentialism and Motive Consequentialism, (b) non-maximising forms of consequentialism, and (c) agent-relative as well as agent-neutral forms of consequentialism.’

‘I’m sympathetic to the description in #5 with this caveat: Whether an action (or decision) is morally
Another one accepted Value-Dependence and Maximization but did not address Agent-Neutrality, due to which they are closer to definitions 3 or 6. Finally, two other responses did not indicate any position on Value-Dependence, Maximization, or Agent-Neutrality, and provided other reasons to reject the definitions presented in the list, including a preference for defining consequentialism in terms of reasons for action, instead of what is right, and an objection that the definitions may not adequately accommodate forms of consequentialism other than act consequentialism.

The direct votes for definition 5 were equivalent to 47.06% of the votes, which is a very high number. Moreover, if we count the two votes under the label ‘other’ that appeared to be close to definition 5 as equivalent to votes for 5, then that means that 18 respondents would have supported that option. This is equivalent to 52.94%, which is the majority of respondents.

### Indirect preferences

By voting for a certain definition, respondents expressed approval or rejection of the different conditions which that definition, in comparison to the available alternatives, holds as necessary for a view to be consequentialist. Accordingly, we can extract from the responses presented above the stances with regard to the three conditions for a position to be consequentialist that are at stake (see Table 3).

In addition, we can also consider here the views held by those who voted ‘other’. These included two votes for Value-Dependence and against Maximization and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Votes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. No Value-Dependence · No Maximization · Agent-Neutrality</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Value-Dependence · No Maximization · Agent-Neutrality</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Value-Dependence · Maximization · Agent-Neutrality</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. No Value-Dependence · No Maximization · No Agent-Neutrality</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Value-Dependence · No Maximization · No Agent-Neutrality</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Value-Dependence · Maximization · No Agent-Neutrality</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

right depends completely on the goodness or badness of its consequences “and the goodness or badness of the consequences of the alternatives to that action”, whether agent-neutrally considered or from an agent perspective.’ [As it is expressed, this response seems to accept Maximization, though the fact that it explicitly indicates a sympathy for definition 5 led us to conclude that the respondent actually rejects Maximization.]

14‘An evaluative focal point (e.g., an action, rule, motive, etc.) is right or wrong if and only if, and because it outranks all available alternatives according to the relevant evaluative ranking.’

15‘To accommodate Scalar Consequentialism, the view should be formulated in terms of reasons, not rightness. E.g. The strength of one’s reasons to phi depends entirely on the consequences (whether agent-neutral or agent-relative) of phi-ing.’

‘All of the above are definitions of act consequentialism. Rule consequentialism denies that the rightness or wrongness of an act depends exclusively on a comparison of the act’s consequences with the consequences of alternative acts.’
Agent-Neutrality, as well as one vote for Value-Dependence and Maximization. Adding all these votes together, we get these results:

Total votes for and against Value-Dependence: 30 vs 2
Total votes for and against Maximization: 4 vs 28
Total votes for and against Agent-Neutrality: 12 vs 19

We can therefore conclude that:

There is substantial agreement that the condition of Value-Dependence is necessary to the definition of consequentialism: 93.75% of respondents agreed.

There is also significant agreement that that the condition of Maximization is not necessary: 87.5% of respondents agreed.

Most respondents also agreed that Agent-Neutrality is not a necessary condition either, even if the agreement here was not as substantial: 61.29% agreed.

These results coincide with the results of respondents’ direct preferences, suggesting that a definition like 5, which accepts Value-Dependence and rejects Maximization and Agent-Neutrality, should be preferred.

### Table 3. Support for each of the conditions for a view to be consequentialist expressed by direct votes for preferred definitions of consequentialism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value-Dependence</th>
<th>Maximization</th>
<th>Agent-Neutrality</th>
<th>Votes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Against</td>
<td>Against</td>
<td>For</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Against</td>
<td>For</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>For</td>
<td>For</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against</td>
<td>Against</td>
<td>Against</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Against</td>
<td>Against</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>For</td>
<td>Against</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Agent-Neutrality, as well as one vote for Value-Dependence and Maximization. Adding all these votes together, we get these results:

Total votes for and against Value-Dependence: 30 vs 2
Total votes for and against Maximization: 4 vs 28
Total votes for and against Agent-Neutrality: 12 vs 19

We can therefore conclude that:

There is substantial agreement that the condition of Value-Dependence is necessary to the definition of consequentialism: 93.75% of respondents agreed.

There is also significant agreement that that the condition of Maximization is not necessary: 87.5% of respondents agreed.

Most respondents also agreed that Agent-Neutrality is not a necessary condition either, even if the agreement here was not as substantial: 61.29% agreed.

These results coincide with the results of respondents’ direct preferences, suggesting that a definition like 5, which accepts Value-Dependence and rejects Maximization and Agent-Neutrality, should be preferred.

---

**The definition of teleology**

**Direct preferences**

Among those who chose ‘other’, three appeared to reject Value-Dependence and Maximization, and to therefore be close to definitions 1 and 4, despite being formulated differently from the ones in the survey (see Table 4). Another one rejected Value-Dependence and Maximization, and accepted Agent-Neutrality, in line with

---

16 'Whether something is right or wrong depends on a conception of what is good or desirable as an end to be pursued or achieved.’

17 ‘Whether something is right or wrong depends on it realizing its end, where that includes both causal consequences and constitutive becoming.’

18 ‘I think this is a bad term because of the baggage that “teleology” brings with it. But insofar as it can be used sensibly it should be used for any theory that holds that things are right or wrong (etc) in virtue of some ends that they serve. This is a broader notion than consequentialism.’
definition 4. Two others accepted Value-Dependence and rejected Maximization and Agent-Neutrality, thus presenting descriptions close to definition 5. Two of them just identified it with Value-Dependence, even rejecting Outcome-Dependence, thus holding a view clearly different from any among the six options indicated in the list.

However, six other respondents stated that the term should not be used in this context. Two of them indicated that the term is not used by them or others. Three indicate that the term has other meanings different from the ones considered in this context, and one states that it is a confusing term that should not be used.

In this case, the direct votes that the most voted option got, which was again definition 5, were only equivalent to 24.24% of the votes. If we include the three votes under the label ‘other’ that appeared to be close to definition 5, then that means that 11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Votes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. No Value-Dependence · No Maximization · Agent-Neutrality</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Value-Dependence · No Maximization · Agent-Neutrality</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Value-Dependence · Maximization · Agent-Neutrality</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. No Value-Dependence · No Maximization</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Value-Dependence · No Maximization · No Agent-Neutrality</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Value-Dependence · Maximization · No Agent-Neutrality</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another comment to an actual vote in support of definition 4 also supported a definition in terms of reasons instead of rightness ‘you could have scalar teleology without rightness’.

I am less wedded to the meaning of “teleology” in ethics. But maybe I think of views as teleological as long as they make rightness/wrongness depend at least in part on the goodness/badness of the consequences, whether agent neutrally or from an agent-perspective.’

Description #5 with this addition: the goodness or badness of the consequences of the alternatives to said action, decision, rule following, or character trait also play a role in determining whether said action, decision, rule following, or character trait is right.’

‘I would define it in the same way as I defined “consequentialism”. If they were to be distinguished, I would treat consequentialism as a species of teleology, defined by agent-neutral evaluation of outcomes. But “consequentialism” is used frequently to refer to agent-relative views, so I do not distinguish consequentialism from teleology.’

‘An action is right and wrong if and only if, and because, of facts about value.’

‘...depends on the goodness or badness it realizes (which may or may not be consequences)’.

‘I never use the term.’

‘I am not very familiar with people using that word for these kinds of views.’

‘There are teleological ethical theories that don’t operate with the terms right/wrong: Aristotle.’

‘This does take in Aristotle, for one thing.’

‘While “teleology” is sometimes used as something like a synonym for “consequentialism”, I don’t see it as having a very precise meaning in this regard. It has another meaning connected to Aristotelian views of things as aiming at some goal, but this need not be about rightness and wrongness as such. Perhaps because of interference from this second meaning, the word isn’t used in the first way consistently enough to get a precise meaning.’

‘I wouldn’t bother trying to define “teleology”. The term is ambiguous because it has multiple meanings. That is a good reason for trying to avoid using it.’
respondents would have supported that option, which is equivalent to 33.33%, exactly one third of respondents.

This figure is, however, closely followed by only one vote by the second most voted option, definition 4, both if we consider direct votes alone, where it receives 21.21% of all the votes, and if we include the three extra votes for it under the label ‘other’, in which case it would be equivalent to 30.3% of the votes.

Finally, we should bear in mind also that the respondents who stated that the term ‘teleology’ should not be used in this context were up to 6, which is 18.18%, not a negligible figure at all. In fact, it was the third most voted option.

**Indirect preferences**

In addition to the votes presented in Table 5, we can consider those under the tag ‘others’, which include three votes against Value-Dependence, five in favour of Value-Dependence, six against Maximization, and three against Agent-Neutrality.

**Table 5. Support for each of the conditions for a view to be teleological expressed by direct votes for preferred definitions of teleology**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Value-Dependence</th>
<th>Maximization</th>
<th>Agent-Neutrality</th>
<th>Votes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Against</td>
<td>Against</td>
<td>For</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Against</td>
<td>For</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>For</td>
<td>For</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Against</td>
<td>Against</td>
<td>Against</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>Against</td>
<td>Against</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For</td>
<td>For</td>
<td>Against</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We thus get these results:

- Total votes for and against Value-Dependence: 15 vs 12
- Total votes for and against Maximization: 0 vs 25
- Total votes for and against Agent-Neutrality: 4 vs 18

We can therefore conclude:

- While most respondents seem to think of Value-Dependence as necessary in the definition of teleology, this is so by a small margin: 55.56% of respondents agreed.
- It’s clear that rejecting Maximization is necessary: 100% of respondents agreed.
- Most respondents also agreed that Agent-Neutrality is not a necessary condition either: 81.82% agreed.

**IV. Discussion**

**Consequentialism**

According to the preferred option of the survey, consequentialism is the view that whether something is right or wrong depends completely on the goodness or badness
Support for this option was very clear. The second most preferred option, definition 2, was quite far behind the most Preferred one, receiving only half as many votes. Furthermore, this definition was actually quite similar to the preferred one in that it accepted Value-Dependence and rejected Maximization (it only differed from the most favoured definition in its support for Agent-Neutrality). This did not really match what we found in the literature. One can easily find definitions that are compatible with this one in that they assume Value-Dependence and reject Maximization, but the explicit rejection of Agent-Neutrality in combination with this is not that common. In contrast, definition 3, which is very commonly used in the literature, got very little support, significantly less than we would have expected. There are different possible explanations of this.

First, it may be that many of those who accept Value-Dependence and reject Maximization also reject Agent-Neutrality, even if they do not consider it necessary to make this explicit in the definitions they use. This would explain why support for definition 5 is not that apparent in the literature. However, it would not explain why there is so much support for definition 3 (that accepts Maximization) in the literature.

Second, it may just be that the respondents to our survey were more careful to isolate the actually necessary features of consequentialism in their choice of definition. People simply using the term in their papers, without having been explicitly asked to give a precise definition of it, might be less careful to include only those features which, on reflection, they might consider to be necessary to consequentialism.

Third, the literature may just be reflecting the state of the art at different points in the past, that is, when the relevant papers or books were written. We suspect that if we had run this survey 10, 20, or 30 years ago the results would have been significantly different. This would mean that the discussions that have taken place in the last decades have influenced not just the normative views that theorists of consequentialism hold, but also the meaning they attribute to the concepts they use.

Fourth, according to another explanation, the familiarity of classical utilitarianism is putting a kind of backwards pressure on people’s understanding of the term ‘consequentialism’. Since utilitarianism accepts Value-Dependence, Maximization, and Agent-Neutrality, and it is probably the most familiar form of consequentialism, it may be the case that people are inadvertently moving these aspects of utilitarianism ‘upstream’ into their understanding of consequentialism more generally. This might result in people inadvertently assuming that consequentialism must also accept these conditions, at least when they are talking loosely. This explanation is supported by Seidel’s (2019) claim that the history of consequentialism can be understood as a process of ‘conceptual emancipation’ from utilitarianism, by which in successive ‘waves’ the various assumptions and substantive commitments of classical utilitarianism are modified or dropped, resulting in a diaspora of related but distinct positions. According to this account, the emancipation from the conditions of Agent-Neutrality and Maximization came later than the original emancipation from monistic hedonism and sum-ranking aggregationism. This would suggest that people have simply had more time to update their definitions of consequentialism to exclude hedonism and sum-ranking aggregationism as a necessary condition than they have had to update their definitions to reject the necessity of Maximization and Agent-Neutrality too.

Fifth, supporters of definition 3 may accept Seidel’s story but prefer a different explanation of what is going on here. According to this, the desire to distinguish consequentialism from utilitarianism may have driven some philosophers to define it in...
ways that include as few features of utilitarianism as possible, thus rejecting both Maximization and Agent-Neutrality even while this was not necessary.

The fifth explanation would be at odds with the fourth one, and maybe, some would argue, with the second one too. But for the rest all these explanations are compatible with each other, so perhaps there are different factors concurring here which explain why the results of the survey do not match what one would expect by looking at the literature.

Finally, a different point that it is important to stress here is that the particular formulation of the definition of consequentialism that was chosen here is not really that important in itself. What matters is that the most chosen option is one that accepts Value-Dependence and rejects Maximization and Agent-Neutrality. This is why we recommend that whatever definition of consequentialism we prefer, it aligns with these expressed preferences. What defines consequentialism is that rightness, or reasons to act, ultimately depend on circumstances related in one way or another to the goodness and badness of outcomes.

**Teleology**

In the case of teleology the situation is more complex, for several reasons. Firstly, the number of direct votes for any of the six definitions offered for teleology was much lower than the number of votes for any of the definitions offered for consequentialism – 14 out of 33 respondents voted for ‘other’ instead of any of the 6 definitions offered. This alone suggests there is more confusion in the case of this concept. In addition, the most voted option for teleology received half as many votes as the most voted option for consequentialism. In fact, the difference between the first and the second most voted option was very close, just one vote. This was because it is rather controversial whether or not Value-Dependence should be a condition for a position to be teleological. Moreover, some responses even question whether Outcome-Dependence should be a necessary condition. Furthermore, a non-negligible number of respondents stated that the use of this concept is confusing, at least in this context.

Finally, there is another serious problem in that the preferred meaning for ‘teleology’ coincides with the preferred meaning for ‘consequentialism’. If this is so, then there is no point in having two different terms to name the same thing.

**V. Objections and limitations of the study**

**Objections to our use of a survey**

There are two main ways in which one might object to the approach we adopt in this article. The first is to question our assumption that, when it comes to facilitating clear philosophical discussion on whether we should accept Outcome-Dependence, Value-Dependence, Agent-Neutrality, and Maximization as parts of our definitions of consequentialism and teleology, the words we use to name different combinations of those views are not relevant, and what really matters is simply that we all use the same ones. It might be argued, if we reject this, that some definitions of ‘consequentialism’ and ‘teleology’ are better able to facilitate clear discussion than others, and the best way to discover which definition is best is not by the empirical method we have chosen (our survey) but by conceptual analysis. We nevertheless think that a survey is a better way of settling this question, for the following reasons.

First, we of course accept that conceptual analysis offers some important constraints on what counts as a good definition of a concept. Our use of a survey was intended to
help us decide between competing, incompatible, yet equally viable and useful definitions. This is not the same as saying that just any definition of consequentialism would be reasonable as long as most people would agree to it. For example, a definition of consequentialism that rejected outcome-dependence would clearly be unacceptable, as would a definition which included utterly arbitrary conditions (e.g. that only consequences for people with blue eyes matter). Some degree of conceptual analysis then is necessary to formulate a serviceable definition. It is not sufficient, however, to determine the final definition that we should adopt. Conceptual analysis has been unable to narrow down the six definitions of consequentialism identified in the literature and rule out five of them as unacceptable, thus delivering us a single universally acceptable definition. The fact that philosophers have been analysing the concept of consequentialism since Anscombe coined the term in 1958 gives us some grounds for pessimism about the prospects of this being eventually achieved. We believe this is because, as stated before, none of these definitions is ‘true’ or better than others.

Second, though our method is an empirical one, our empirical method has not entirely supplanted the method of conceptual analysis as the choice each participant in the survey made to endorse one definition or another was not empirical. That is, participants chose the definition that they thought was best, and presumably they made their decisions by considering their own analysis of the concepts of consequentialism and teleology (though they may have also considered other things, such as how they think others understand consequentialism and teleology). Our survey allowed for conceptual analysis but also provided a method of bridging the gap between a plurality of acceptable definitions and a single agreed upon definition.

Finally, even if it turns out that we are wrong, and that (i) there really is a single best definition of consequentialism, and (ii) that definition can be discovered by conceptual analysis, it seems to us that the consequences of our mistake are less bad than the consequences of the confusion and breakdowns in communication caused by the plurality of definitions currently in use. If we are wrong, then we are overlooking a genuine substantive issue about how best to define the words we use, and at worst perhaps we discourage others from engaging in the necessary work of conceptual analysis that would eventually resolve the issue. However, the consequences of philosophers continuing to use a plurality of incompatible definitions of the same term seem worse – a slowing down of substantive work on the validity of important moral principles which make a genuine practical difference to questions of how we ought to act. Furthermore, if it does turn out that conceptual analysis is really the best way to settle on a final definition of consequentialism, then we think that there is some value in empirical work which clearly indicates the level of support that the competing definitions currently have.

The second main way of objecting to our approach is to accept that something beyond conceptual analysis is required in order to settle on a universally accepted definition, but to reject our approach as too restrictive. One might reject the idea that the best way to reach that agreement consists in surveying only people who are most familiar with the different meanings of the terms. There are alternative methods that we could have adopted. The democratic approach would involve surveying as many people as possible without limiting the pool of respondents by requiring that they fully understand the different implications of each definition. The dictionary approach would involve analysing a large number of texts that use the terms ‘consequentialism’ and ‘teleology’, extracting the definitions from each, and then suggesting that we adopt the most commonly used definition. Finally, the stipulation approach would involve
us simply stipulating a definition of consequentialism and encouraging others to adopt it.

As indicated above, we chose to ask the 116 people selected by our sampling method not because we think that only they should have the right to have a say here, but because we can expect them to adequately understand the implications of, and the differences between, definitions which accept different combinations of Outcome-Dependence, Value-Dependence, Maximization, and Agent-Neutrality. These differences are nuanced and often difficult to see unless one is familiar with everything they imply. People who have been working on this topic are much more likely to fully grasp such nuanced distinctions. Other people (even other philosophy scholars or students), not having considered the implications of each definition before, may much more easily fail to fully understand what each definition implies. If we expected everyone to fully understand all the different definitions, then we would not be in favour of surveying only the experts. We would instead favour a survey targeting as wide an audience as possible, in line with the democratic approach.

The dictionary approach would present its own difficulties. First, it is often not clear which definition a given thinker has in mind when they use the terms consequentialism and teleology, as they do not specify which of the component parts of the definition they accept. Extracting definitions from texts would involve a great deal of interpretation, and there is a risk that we would end up interpreting texts so as to favour our own preferred definitions of the terms. Second, the sheer number of texts that mention consequentialism makes the project of analysing the texts and extracting a definition unmanageable, even if we were to sample only a small percentage of the total.

Finally, the stipulation approach seems especially unlikely to yield consensus, since it offers no reason whatsoever to prefer one definition over the others.

Problems with the options included in the survey

We have seen that there are reasons why some people may disagree with the preferred definition of consequentialism and teleology (definition 5) that are unrelated to whether or not they accept Value-Dependence and reject Maximization and Agent-Neutrality. One of the respondents indicated that we should define consequentialism and teleology in terms of reasons rather than rightness. Perhaps a good definition should cover both reasons and rightness, which the definitions we used in the survey did not, although it could be argued that one way of understanding the idea that something is right is to say that we have most reasons in favour of it.

Two respondents argued that the definitions we provided were committed to direct consequentialism or act consequentialism. In fact, we took this problem seriously when we designed the survey, and tried to avoid making this commitment in the definitions we gave. This is why, in all of the definitions, rightness and wrongness were predicated not just of actions but rather of ‘something (an action, a decision, whether a certain rule is followed, the possession of some character feature …)’. Still, this may have been confusing in other ways. We did not intend this list to include all the possible things of which consequentialists can predicate rightness or wrongness. Nor did we mean that consequentialists should choose one item alone from the list as the suitable kind of thing to be right or wrong – which would exclude global consequentialism. However, we understand that the list may have driven readers to understand that we meant that the list was exhaustive and disjunctive, even if that was not our intention. In addition, our list would have been more inclusive if it had featured ‘rules’ and ‘character
features’, instead of items such as ‘whether a certain rule is followed’ or ‘the possession of some character feature’. According to some views, rightness and wrongness should be predicated of the internalization (Hooker 2000) or the teaching of rules (D. E. Miller 2021; T. D. Miller 2021), rather than of their following, and it may also be argued that it is exercising a certain character feature, rather than possessing it, that can be right or wrong (Driver 2001).

We could also have formulated the definitions as saying that ‘Whether something … is right or wrong depends completely on consequences’, instead of ‘on its consequences’. In this way we would not have excluded indirect consequentialist views. Some of these views claim that we should do what, iff certain special conditions apply, would bring about a good outcome, meaning that we should do that even if what we do does not actually end up bringing about such good outcome when such special conditions do not apply.21

Finally, it may also be pointed out that our formulation of the definitions, by being made in terms of whether something ‘is right or wrong’ (without any mention of degrees of rightness or wrongness), also excluded scalar consequentialism. We could have avoided this problem by making the definitions longer. However, we wanted to avoid overly complex definitions that might have discouraged people from participating in the survey.

We therefore understand that our efforts to provide comprehensive definitions may not have been successful. While we think that the definitions we provided are not committed to a certain type of consequentialism, we can see how they might have de-emphasized indirect and scalar consequentialist views. This being said, these objections do not seem to affect the results of the survey concerning its basic aim, which is to evaluate whether the conditions of Value-Dependence, Maximization, and Agent-Neutrality should be part of our definitions of consequentialism and teleology. We could perhaps have avoided issues with people disagreeing with the definitions provided in the survey for reasons independent of their agreement/disagreement with these three conditions by just asking directly about whether they agree with each of them. However, this might have increased the effort required to answer the questions, thus discouraging some respondents from doing so.

Another possible limitation of the study concerns the definitions we suggested for teleology. We could have included other options that, while not fit for consequentialism, may have been reasonable candidates for teleology. As Table 1 shows, there are two possible options we could have included in the survey but did not, namely those definitions that rejected Value-Dependence but accepted Maximization (there would be two versions of these depending on whether they accept or reject Agent-Neutrality). We did not include these possible definitions because while there may be reasons for rejecting definitions assuming Value-Dependence and for accepting definitions assuming Maximization, it seems that a form of consequentialism accepting Maximization while rejecting Value-Dependence would be odd. If we rejected the condition that consequentialism must be concerned with good rather than bad outcomes, it is not clear why we would accept the condition that something must be maximized in order for a view to be consequentialist. However, things may be less clear in the case of teleology, so perhaps we should have included those options as well. In addition, as we have seen, two people responded that teleology need not accept Outcome-Dependence. We did

---

21 According to Hooker’s view, for instance, we should follow those rules whose general internalization resulted in an expected value at least as good as the one that the general internalization of any alternative rules would have, even if, because such general internalization does not actually take place, our following those rules does not result in that (Hooker 2000).
not include this possibility because we had not expected it as a possible answer, but
given that some people did choose it, it seems to us now that we should have included
it (though obviously not for consequentialism).

Finally, we also considered the possibility of including another question asking respon-
dents about their favourite view. The purpose of this question would not have been to
gather information about the issues we were investigating (i.e. whether the conditions
of Value-Dependence, Maximization, and Agent-Neutrality ought to be part of the defini-
tion of consequentialism). Rather, the point of this question would be to mitigate the risk
that the respondents would choose the definition that most closely matches their own pre-
ferred normative view, rather than choosing what they think is the most accurate definition
of consequentialism. We decided against this because we believed that the risk of this hap-
pening was very low given that the respondents are experts in the field.

VI. Conclusion

The aim of this article was to discern whether the conditions of Value-Dependence,
Maximization, and Agent-Neutrality are considered necessary to consequentialism and tele-
ology, and so to settle on a way of defining those terms that would avoid confusions over
how to categorize particular views, as well as avoiding more substantive confusions based on
misunderstandings about how the terms are being used. In light of the results reached in
the survey, we recommend using definitions of consequentialism that accept Value-
Dependence and reject Maximization and Agent-Neutrality, regardless of whether they
are formulated similarly to or differently from the definitions we provided in the survey.
According to this, all that is required for a view to be consequentialist is that it satisfies
Outcome- and Value-Dependence, regardless of whether it also satisfies Maximization
and/or Agent-Neutrality or not. To use a broad definition, we can say that consequentialist
views are those according to which rightness, or reasons to act, ultimately depend on cir-
cumstances related in one way or another to the goodness and badness of outcomes. We are
aware that shifting to this definition may be uncomfortable for people who have been using
other definitions for a long time. In fact, some of us running this survey have until now
been supporters of a different type of definition including the condition of
Agent-Neutrality. But we believe that the results of the survey should lead us to change
the definitions we use, for the sake of improving philosophical practice in general and
avoiding confusion. It might also be worthwhile for philosophers writing about consequen-
tialism to explicitly state which conditions they are accepting or rejecting in their discussion.

As for teleology, the responses we got must lead us to recommend that this concept
is not used in the context of normative views related to consequentialism. It seems to
confuse rather than clarify things. Its preferred meaning just coincides with that of
consequentialism, which makes its use redundant and potentially confusing. In add-
ition, several respondents warned that the concept has many meanings and can there-
fore be misunderstood. Given this, if we continue to use the term we should be aware
that we run the risk that people will misunderstand our intended meaning.23

22 Other, very different, uses of teleology, like the Aristotelian idea that welfare consists in fulfilling our
telos or inner nature, or the idea that the world or cosmos has some kind of purpose to which we ought to
adapt, are unaffected.

23 The authors are very thankful to Dale E. Miller and Brad Hooker for their critical comments on the
method and the content of the survey, which have helped to improve this article very significantly, espe-
cially in the section about the objections and limitations of the study.
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